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The paper presents investigation into the solution of multiple criteria decision making problems. Influence diagrams can be used as a formal model of decision making under risk.
The use of influence diagrams in multiply criteria decision making is based on the next reasons:
1. Influence diagrams describe the structure of a problem as follows. The value node of influence diagram allows the decision maker to include the outcome that is valued. In cases of hierarchical structure of goals, it is possible to show the multiple attributes of the outcome. In this case, values nodes that are connected with one aggregate value node might be considered as a set of criteria that affect decision making, but the aggregate value node will be the function of criteria convolution. 2. Application of influence diagrams as a means of structurization gives new opportunities for constructing probability evaluations. In influence diagrams, probabilities are managed in the same way like in Bayesian probabilistic networks since each influence diagram could be treated as an aggregate of Bayesian probabilistic networks with overlapping connections among them which additionally includes decision nodes and a value nodes. 3. Provided a decision is made under risk, the attitude of the decision maker to risk should be taken into account. Application of the method that maximizes the expected utility allows to describe uncertainty of a decision and to choose an optimal one on the basis of the subjective attitude to risk. The expected utility is calculated on the basis of probability distributions of the decisions' outcomes, obtained through the probabilistic reasoning. Thus, influence diagrams enable one to detail the process of constructing the outcome probability distributions for multiple criteria decision making. They allow us to formally take into account all the factors influencing this probability distributions and to construct model according to the number of criteria that characterize a main goal.
TŪRISMS, VIDE, APKĀRTĒJĀ SABIEDRĪBA
IR ĒN A SILIŅ ĒV IČ A
Atbrīvošanas al. 90, Rēzekne, Latvija, LV -4600 Tūrisma industrija ir ļoti plašs jēdziens, kurš aptver gan pakalpojumu, gan ražojošo sfēru. Praktiski grūti iedomāties kādu nozari, kura nebūtu saistīta vai nu ar tūristam nepieciešamo preču ražošanu, vai nu ar pakalpojumu sniegšanu tūristam.
Ekonomisko aktivitāšu attīstība Latvijā veicina tūrisma attīstību kopumā un lauku tūrisma attīstību tajā skaitā.
Tūrisms neeksistē bez tūrista un ceļojuma. Tūrisms nes peļņu, ja tiek izdevīgi pārdots tūrisma produkts. Taču tūrismam ir arī otra puse, t.i., tā iedarbība (gan pozitīva, gan negatīva) uz apkārtējo vidi un vietējo sabiedrību.
